
Indoor Flag Set
Assembly Instructions

Your Flag Set should arrive in separate packages, which will include: A Flag Pole

Finial (Eagle, for USA flags; Cross, for church flags); B Brass screw with slotted

head; C Brass screw eye; E Flag Tassel; F Flag; Two Wood Flag Pole Sections; H

Upper section has two small holes drilled in the top brass fitting; I Lower section

has a rubber “foot” at the bottom end; J Optional Brass Flag Pole Extender (12”)

— to make 9’ Pole; K Optional Brass Flag Pole Base.

To Assemble Flag Set

Flag Set Parts
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Find the open sleeve at the back edge of
the flag F. Slide the flag sleeve over the
upper pole section, going from the
bottom of the pole to the top, until the
flag reaches the brass screw B. Find the
Velcro tab in the top-inside of the
sleeve, pull of the hard plastic portion
and discard, and then slip the hole in
the Velcro onto the screw — this holds
the flag in place at the top of the pole.
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Screw brass screw B and brass screw eye
C into the holes drilled in the top fitting
on the upper flag pole section H.
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Affix the tassel
cord to the screw
eye C as shown
in the drawing:
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Screw the finial A (Eagle or Cross) to
the top of the pole H.

For 8’ poles, screw the lower pole
section I to the bottom of the upper
section H. For 9’ poles, screw the
brass pole extender J to the bottom
of the upper pole section, then screw
the lower section to the bottom of the
extender. Place completed assembly
into the floor base.
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